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Gerry Mulligan-. Best known for his pioneering, piano-less quartet of 
Baritone sax the ear|y -19505 that helped chart the course of cool 

Tommy Flanagan: jazz> baritone saxophonist-composer Gerry Mulligan 

Piano had not often recorded with the traditional piano-bass- 
Ben Tucker: drums rhythm section before this 1962 date. In the 

ass ever-tasteful Tommy Flanagan, Mulligan (1927-1996) 

DaVeDrums is joined by the perfect pianist for the kind of ultra- 

Alec Dorsey- relaxed session that yielded Jeru, with its mix of 
CongaDrums medium-bounce tempos, ballads, and the jaunty 

bossa, “Capricious” by the noted pianist-educator Billy 

original Taylor that begins these proceedings. Bassist Ben 

recordings Tucker and drummer Dave Bailey (who also served as 

PROjazztime producer on the LP, and contributed wonderfully 

productions, inc. warm new liner notes to this reissue), abetted by Alec 
Executive Producer: Dorsey’s conga drum, played with admirable restraint 

Associate Producer throughout, backing solos by Mulligan’s baritone and 
Gary Gladstone Flanagan’s piano that are unfailingly impeccable. 





FACSIMILE OF ORIGINAL LP BACK COVER 

So me artists are so unusual in their approach that the 
only new avenue they may take is one which has been pre¬ 
viously traveled by nearly everyone else. Take, for instance, 
Gerry Mulligan. Standard operating procedure for saxophon¬ 
ists is to make an album with a regular rhythm section; 
pianefbass and drums. But in Gerry Mulligan’s long career, 
this is the one thing he has done most rarely. There was one 
previous collection with this format, made unusual and ex¬ 
ceptional because the pianist was Thelonious Monk, and the 
set therefore represented something of a summit meeting. 
And on occasion, in the regular Gerry Mulligan Quartet, Bob 
Breokmeyer may lay down his trombone and play piano be¬ 
hind Mulligan for one song on an album. But with those ex¬ 
ceptions, Mulligan has never recorded with piano without 
the presence of other soloists, 
Although Mulligan had previously contributed to such strik¬ 
ing jsa advances as the Miles Davis nine-piece band, it 
was, of course, the quartet he formed with trumpeter Chet 
Baker in the early Fifties that brought him his first great 
public acceptance. And the striking feature of that quartet 
-and of ail Mulligan quartets to the present day—was the 
absence of a piano. "His central idea," the French critic 
Andrt Hodeir has written, "was to highlight a very small 
number of melodic parts by suppressing all harmonic com¬ 
mentary." And that basic idea, the concentration on melody 
and counterpoint through the suppression of harmony (now 
being explored more widely and drastically by Ornette Cole¬ 
man) has overshadowed everything else Mulligan has done. 
His achievements as composer, arranger and leader have 
tended to obscure the fact that he is basically a baritone 
saxophone player, despite the fact that he Has won every 
possible poll on the instrument. 
While Mulligan was doing his work, most other saxophonists 

were busy recording with standard rhythm sections. And in 
the late Fifties, as the line between jazz and rhythm-and- 
blues became harder to define, many saxophonists took to 
adding a conga drum to the rhythm section, sometimes with 
telling effect, more often arbitrarily. Thus, after having made 
many striking innovations of his own. Mulligan has turned 
to a performance practice that has been done nearly to 
death by inferior players. Viewed in that light, this album 
represents as great a challenge as anything he has ever done. 
None of these things were on Mulligan’s mind when he made 
the recording. His own concerns were much simpler. Dave 
Bailey, who plays drums on tots set. is a close friend of 
Mulligan’s and was for a long time a member of his quartet. 
Bailey's contention was simply that Mulligan did not play 
enough ballads. He wanted to produce a record that would 
point up that aspect of his former employer’s talent This 
album is the result. 
Besides Mulligan and Bailey, the personnel includes bassist 
Ben Tucker, an increasingly impressive mainstay of several 
East Coast recording sessions, conga drummer Alec Dorsey 
and pianist Tommy Flanagan. Flanagan, another friend of 
Mulligan's, is a pianist whose work over the past several 
years is a precise definition of the term "good taste." Unob¬ 
trusive in accompaniment, delightful in solo, be is a perfect 
complement to Mulligan. 
The material, chosen by mutual consent of the players, 
comes from a wide variety of sources. The bossa nova 
Capricious and toe lazy, insinuating Inside Impromptu come 
from composer-pianist-jazz disc jockey Billy Taylor, who is 
aside from His other talents one of the most pointedly acute 
observers of the jazz scene. The immediately affecting 
You’ve Come Home, which seems to strip showtune con¬ 
struction to its bastes, is by pianist Cy Colembn, composer 

GERRY MULLIGAN 

With Tommy Flanagan—Piano 
Ben Tucker—Bass 
Dave Bailey—Drums 
Alec Dorsey—Conga Drums 

Produced by Jazztime Productions, Inc. 
Dave Bailey, Executive Producer; 
Gary Gladstone, Associate Producer 

CAPRICIOUS GET OUT OF TOWN 
HERE I’LL STAY BUIE BOY 
INSIDE IMPROMPTU LONELY TOWN 
YOU’VE COME HOME 

Other Gerry Mulligan Albums You Will Enjoy; 
What Is There to Say? (CL 13071CS 8116*) 
Newport (With Duke Ellington) (CL 1245/CS 8072”) 

of Witchcraft. Here I’ll Stay is a lovely, inexplicably neg¬ 
lected song by the great Kurt Weiil, for whose work Mulligan 
has a particular affinity. Get Out of Town, now a classic, is 
by Cole Porter. Lonely Town is one of the most enduring 
numbers from "On the Town," which launched the mighty 
combination of Leonard Bernstein, Adolph Green, Betty 
Comden and Jerome Robbins. And finally, there is Mulligan’s 
own Blue Boy, a wry commentary on toe superfunk which 
often appears when saxophone player meets conga drum¬ 
mer. The fact that none of this music has been frequently 
recorded by jazz groups is proof enough that there is still a 
great wealth of materia) from which to work. 
A word about Mulligan’s playing. He is well known as a 
mordantly wrtty, often acidly sharp commentator on the 
world around him, and will launch into instantaneous de¬ 
bate on toe slightest provocation. He is also a thorough pro¬ 
fessional. i have seen him backstage at a club, enraged at 
something that had just occurred, and then five minutes 
later on the stand, playing as though he were the happiest 
man in the world. 
The album reflects Mulligan’s professionalism, and his es¬ 
sentially happy view of music. It is immediately apparent 
that the record was made by men who get along well to¬ 
gether: it sounds tike an amiable conversation among 
friends, Dave Bailey, who felt that there were many moods 
which Mulligan can express musically that he had too sel¬ 
dom essayed in public, designed the set to display those 
moods, and could not be more pleased with the results. 
'The album could realty be called Compatibility,” he says, 
“because toads the one word that best describes it” 
It is, however, called "Jam," a name which Miles Davis gave 
Gerry Mulligan a long time ago. Under any name, toe warmth 
and musicianship are more than evident 

1) CAPRICIOUS 
BILLY TAYLOR 

2) HERE I'LL STAY 
ALAN JAY LERNER * KURT WEILL 

3) INSIDE IMPROMPTU 
BILlY TAYLOR F | 

4) YOU'VE COME HOME 
CAROLYN LEIGH - CY COLEMAN HJH 

5) GET OUT OF TOWN 
COLE PORTER 

6) BLUE ROY 
GERRY MULLIGAN 

7) LONELY TOWN 
BETTY COMDEN - ADOLPH GREEN - 
LEONARD BERNSTEIN 

GERRY MULLIGAN - BARITONE SAX 
TOMMY FLANAGAN - PIANO 

BEN TUCKER * BASS 
DAVE BAILEY - DRUMS 

|Q ALEC DORSEY - CONGA DRUMS 

RECORDED AT NOLA PENTHOUSE STUDIO, 
NEW YORK CITY ON JUNE 30,1962 

ORIGINAL LP ISSUE: CS 8732 IN 1962 



MULUGAN 

Some artists are so unusual in their 

approach that the only new avenue 

they may take is one which has 

been previously traveled by nearly 

everyone else. Take, for instance, 

Gerry Mulligan. Standard operating 

procedure for saxophonists is to 

make an album with a regular 

rhythm section: piano, bass and 

drums. But in Gerry Mulligan’s long 

career, this is the one thing he has 

done most rarely. There was one 

previous collection with this 

format, made unusual and 

exceptional because the pianist was 



Thelonious Monk, and the set therefore 

represented something of a summit meeting. And 

on occasion, in the regular Gerry Mulligan 

Quartet, Bob Brookmeyer may lay down his 

trombone and play piano behind Mulligan for one 

song on an album. But with those exceptions, 

Mulligan has never recorded with piano without 

the presence of other soloists. 

Although Mulligan had previously contributed to 

such striking jazz advances as the Miles Davis 

nine-piece band, it was, of course, the quartet he 

formed with trumpeter Chet Baker 

in the early Fifties that brought 

him his first great public 

acceptance. And the striking 

feature of that quartet - and of all 

Mulligan quartets to the present 

day - was the absence of a piano. 

“His central idea,” the French 

critic Andre Hodeir has written, 

“was to highlight a very small 

number of melodic parts by 

suppressing all harmonic 

commentary.” And that basic idea, 

the concentration on melody and 

counterpoint through the 

suppression of harmony (now 

being explored more widely and 

drastically by Ornette Coleman) 

has overshadowed everything else 

Mulligan has done. His 

achievements as composer, 

arranger and leader have tended 
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to obscure the fact that he is basically a baritone 

saxophone player, despite the fact that he has 

won every possible poll on the instrument. 

While Mulligan was doing his work, most other 

saxophonists were busy recording with standard 

rhythm sections. And in the late Fifties, as the line 

between jazz and rhythm-and-blues became 

harder to define, many saxophonists took to 

adding a conga drum to the rhythm section, 

sometimes with telling effect, more often 

arbitrarily. Thus, after having made many striking 

innovations of his own, 

Mulligan turned to a 

performance practice that has 

been done nearly to death by 

inferior players. Viewed in that 

light, this album represents as 

great a challenge as anything he 

has ever done. 

None of these things were on 

Mulligan’s mind when he made 

the recording. His own concerns 

were much simpler. Dave 

Bailey, who plays drums on this 

set, is a close friend of 

Mulligan’s and was for a Jong 

time a member of his quartet. 

Bailey’s contention was sirjiply 

that Mulligan did not play 

enough ballads. He wanted to 

produce a record that would 

point up that aspect of his former employer’s 

talent. This album is the result. 

Besides Mulligan and Bailey, the personnel 

includes bassist Ben Tucker, an increasingly 

impressive mainstay of several East Coast 

recording sessions, conga drummer Alec Dorsey 

and pianist Tommy Flanagan. Flanagan, another 

friend of Mulligan’s, is a pianist whose work over 

the past several years is a precise definition of 

the term “good taste.” Unobtrusive in 

accompaniment, delightful in solo, he is a perfect 

complement to Mulligan. 

The material, chosen by mutual consent of the 

players, comes from a wide variety of sources. 

The bossa nova “Capricious” and the lazy, 

insinuating “Inside Impromptu” come from 

composer-pianist-jazz disc jockey Billy Taylor, 

who is, aside from his other talents, one of the 

most pointedly acute observers of the jazz scene. 

The immediately affecting “You’ve Come Home,” 

which seems to strip showtune construction to 

its basics, is by pianist Cy Coleman, composer of 

“Witchcraft ” “Here I’ll Stay” is a lovely, 

inexplicably neglected song by the great Kurt 

Weill, for whose work Mulligan has a particular 

affinity. “Get Out Of Town,” now a classic, is by 

Cole Porter. “Lonely Town” is one of the most 

enduring numbers from On The Town, which 

launched that mighty combination of Leonard 

Bernstein, Adolph Green, Betty Comden and 

Jerome Robbins. And, finally, there is Mulligan’s 

own “Blue Boy,” a wry commentary on the 

superfunk which often appears when saxophone 

player meets conga drummer. The fact that none 

of this music has been frequently recorded by 

jazz groups is proof enough that there is still a 

great wealth of material from which to work. 

A word about Mulligan’s playing. He is well 

known as a mordantly witty, often acidly sharp 

commentator on the world around him, and will 

launch into instantaneous debate on the slightest 

provocation. He is also a thorough professional. 

I have seen him backstage at a club, enraged at 

something that had just occurred, and then five 

minutes later on the stand, playing as though he 

were the happiest man in the world. 

The album reflects Mulligan’s professionalism, 

and his essentially happy view of music. It is 

immediately apparent that the record was made 

by men who get along well together; it sounds 

like an amiable conversation among friends. 

Dave Bailey, who felt that there were many 

moods Mulligan can express musically that he 

had too seldom essayed in public, designed the 

set to display those moods, and could not be 

more pleased with the results. “The album could 

really be called ‘Compatibility,’” he says, “because 

that’s the one word that best describes it.” 

It is, however, called Jeru, a name which Miles 

Davis gave Gerry Mulligan a long time ago. 

Under any name, the warmth and musicianship 

are more than evident. 

- Joe Goldberg, 1964 



My musical and personal relationship with Gerry Mulligan began 

in the summer of 1955 after returning from playing a gig in 

Buffalo with Lou Donaldson, pianist Herman Foster and bassist 

John “Peck” Morrison. Playing with Lou Donaldson taught me 

that the key to communication is “keep it simple” and play 

memorable songs. I went to hear Lou Donaldson a few weeks 

ago and the people still want to hear the most requested song 

from his 1958 album, Blues Walk, “The Masquerade Is Over”... 

Miles Davis’ “Walkin’,” so simple, so great and still selling. 

My association with Gerry Mulligan began very simply - when the 

great bassist Oscar Pettiford and drummer Osie Johnson were 

held overtime at a recording session, preventing them from 

making the rehearsal of what eventually became The Gerry 

Mulligan Sextet. This was a crucial and only rehearsal before the 

sextet was to open at a club in Cleveland two days later. , 



Peck Morrison was an admirer of bassist Oscar 

Pettiford and heard about the scheduled rehearsal 

but did not want to go alone, so he insisted that I 

go with him. I agreed only because Osie Johnson’s 

name was mentioned as the drummer. The 

rehearsal began on time just with Gerry, valve 

trombonist Bob Brookmeyer, tenor saxophonist 

Zoot Sims and trumpeter Jon Eardley. Zoot Sims, 

after noting Gerry’s growing frustration without 

rhythm support, told Gerry that there is a bassist 

and drummer in the studio. Peck and I sight read 

the parts, Gerry was pleased and we opened as 

part of the sextet two days later in Cleveland. This 

was the beginning of a thirteen-year tenure with 

Gerry Mulligan’s Sextet, Quartet(s) and for a time, 

The Concert Jazz Band. 

During my years with Gerry Mulligan there were 

some excellent musicians that became a part of his 

small groups like bass players Henry Grimes, Joe 

Benjamin, Buddy Clark, trumpeters Don Ferrara, 

Oliver Beener and even Chet Baker, who returned 

for a minute. Also, Bob Brookmeyer was never too 

far away. I purposely did not mention the 

magnificent trumpeter Art Farmer and my rhythm 

partner Bill Crow, for in my view, and most 

unbiased people, we comprised the best working 

quartet Gerry every had; just check out What Is 

There To Say (Columbia). 

When over the years Bob Brookmeyer and Bill 

Crow were with the quartet, Gerry would work, by 

his choice, about only seven months a year. Bob 

Brookmeyer, Bill Crow, Roger Kellaway and I 
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would join Clark Terry (who was doing The 

Tonight Show) to become the Clark Terry/Bob 

Brookmeyer Quintet and could be found making 

“happy music” as the house band at the original 

Half Note at Spring and Hudson Streets. The policy 

at the Half Note was hard swinging - and swing we 

did (“Mumbles,” et al.). What does all of this have 

to do with Jeruft 

It was during a hiatus that Gerry found out that I, 

along with two friends, Gary Gladstone, whose 

picture of Gerry is on the cover, and Fred 

Norsworthy had formed a production company 

and a record label. They were called Jazztime 

Productions and Jazzline Records. 

Gerry called me one day out of the blue and asked 

how I was doing with the company. I told him we 

had recorded Duke Pearson, Walter Bishop, Jr., 

Rocky Boyd, and my albums called Bash and 

Reaching Out. Gerry pondered for a moment and 

said, “Dave, I like what you’re trying to do. I am 

considering several offers to sign with major record 

companies, but I will make a record for you with a 

standard rhythm section if you can get Tommy 

Flanagan. I got Tommy Flanagan and I also got Alec 

Dorsey because of his jazz feeling on the congas. 

Ben Tucker and I had had stints together with Billy 

Taylor, Marian McPartland, Cy Coleman and Chris 

Connor, and together we got that “Good Feelin’.” 

The songs on this album were in someway 

“Thank Yous” along with just good music. 

“Capricious,” a bossa nova, and “Inside 



Impromptu” were my ways of paying tribute to 

Billy Taylor for his stalwart representation of Jazz 

as a pianist, Jazz radio personality/DJ and 

composer. “You’ve Come Home” is a lilting Cy 

Coleman composition that Ben and I liked to play 

and “Here I’ll Stay” is a medium tempo and very 

melodic song, and I knew Gerry would enjoy 

playing on it. “Blue Boy” is a blues and Gerry 

Mulligan’s contribution to the date. It also provides 

a change of pace to the session. There are some 

songs that melodically and rhythmically generate 

their own energy and impetus - Cole Porter’s “Get 

Out Of Town” is an example of this and Gerry took 

advantage of it. 

“Lonely Town” is so beautiful and poignant to 

listen to and play, that makes the town not so 

lonely anymore when performed by excellent and 

sensitive musicians such as those who graced this 

project. However, you draw your own conclusion. 

This music was created in the old way, in one 4 1/2 

hour, all-acoustic session, without complicated 

arrangements and with five Jazz musicians 

dedicated to making the best music possible. The 

people at Columbia Records heard about the 

record date and how well it turned out and made 

Jazztime Productions, “an offer we couldn’t 

refuse,” and we sold the master to them. 

Gerry was a very generous man and allowed his 

musicians to contribute to the formation of his 

music. He would also give the shirt off his back if 

he reasoned you needed it. Gerry would not take 
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even scale union wages for performing on this 

project. It was no secret in the business that Gerry 

paid his musicians top dollar for their talent and I 

can attest to that. 

Another admirable trait that Gerry practiced was 

loyalty to his music and the members of his band. 

A snapshot of this occurred in 1955 shortly after 

the formation of The Sextet. About an hour before 

we were to open at a club called The Las Vegas in 

Baltimore, while setting up, Peck Morrison and I 

were informed by the owner, that we could not sit 

in the body of the club between sets. When Gerry 

and the rest of the band arrived, we informed him 

of this restriction. He went to the owner and was 

told that it was his policy of “not mixing the races 

in his club by musicians.” Meaning no Black 

musicians. Gerry refused to perform, and back at 

the hotel, he paid us out the advance money he 

had received and we returned to New York. The 

club owner was left with three nights of an empty 

club which was previously sold out. He also had to 

return all of the money to his customers. I respected 

Gerry’s principled stand and his integrity. 

Bassist Ben Tucker, who wrote the hit song 

“Coming Home Baby” and can also be heard on 

my Epic album, Two Feet In The Gutter, and 

myself, are the only survivors of this unique 

recording. Percussionist Alec Dorsey, Gerry 

Mulligan and Tommy Flanagan have all passed 

in this order. This reissue of Jeru is dedicated to 

their memories. 
DAVE BAILEY 

April 2005 

ALEC DORSEY 
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The 
history 

of jazz be¬ 
gins in 1917, 

and Columbia 
Records was 

right there at the 
inception. The 

label, which as a 
descendant of the 

W Columbia Gramophone 
W Company could already 
I claim pioneering achieve- 
r ments in the develop¬ 

ment of the phonograph, 
the recording cylinder, 
the 78 rpm disc and the 
two-sided record, was the 
scene of the first studio 
session by the Original 

i Dixieland Jazz band, as 
well as another semi¬ 
nal 1 91 7 session by 
W.C. Handy's Orches¬ 
tra of Memphis. Over 
the next three de¬ 
cades, through its 
own recording 

efforts and the 
purchase of 

such labels 
as OKeh, 

Bruns¬ 
wick 

and 
Vocalion, Col¬ 

umbia’s holdings 
came to include seminal 
music by Mamie Smith, 
King Oliver, Louis Arm¬ 
strong's Hot Fives and 
Sevens, Fletcher Hender¬ 
son, Duke Ellington, Bix 
Beiderbecke, Bessie 
Smith, Ethel Waters, Ted¬ 
dy Wilson, Billie Holiday, 
Mildred Bailey and Red 
Norvo, Count Basie, Ben¬ 
ny Goodman, Harry 
James, Gene Krupa and 
Woody Herman. 

Columbia's introduction 
ofthe33VaLP in 1948 
launched two de¬ 
cades of record¬ 
ings that empha¬ 
sized influential 
small groups led by 
Erroll Garner, Dave 
Brubeck, Miles Davis and 
Thelonious Monk. Larger 
ensembles were also docu¬ 
mented, including the 
unequaled Miles Davis/ 
Gil Evans collaborations, 
the combustible mid-size 
groups of Charles Mingus 
and some of the early merg¬ 
ers of jazz and classical 
music involving Gunther 
Schuller. Columbia's his¬ 
toric first live recordings at 
the Newport Jazz Festival 
in 1956 returned the Duke 

Ellington Orchestra 
to its 

deserved 
position of jazz 
preeminence. 

Another evolutionary step 
was being taken by the end 
of the'60s. This was fusion, 
the earliest stages of which 
can be traced through sev¬ 
eral of Miles Davis' Colum¬ 
bia recordings. The trum¬ 
peter’s innovations in¬ 
spired his sidemen to cre¬ 
ate groups of their own 
such as Weather Report, 
featuring Wayne Shorter 
and Josef Zawinul, Chick 
Corea's Return To Forever, 

Herbie Hancock’s 
Headhunters, John 
McLaughlin's 
Mahavishnu Orch¬ 
estra and the Tony 

Williams Lifetime, all 
of which made impor¬ 

tant recordings on Colum¬ 
bia during the '70s. At 
the same time, the label 
documented pioneers of 
acoustic new music with 
important recordings by 
Ornette Coleman, Charles 
Mingus, Bill Evans, Dexter 
Gordon and Woody Shaw, 
plus the more pop-oriented 
instrumentals of Bob 
James and Lee Ritenour. 

Columbia again led the 
way when the jazz tradi¬ 
tion was revisited by 
a generation 

of 
young 
musicians 
in the '80s, ’ 
Wynton and1 
Branford Marsal¬ 
is, Terence Blan¬ 
chard and Donald1 
Harrison, Marcus Rob- 1 
erts, James Carter,1 
DavidSanchez and Leon 1 
Parker are among this} 
new wave of musicians 1 
that has sparked a new 1 
interest in jazz through their I 
Columbia recordings. At I 
the same time, Columbia 
continued to document jazz j 
in all its varieties, from J 
the classic sounds of Doc / 
Cheatham to the uncate- 
gorizable creations of i 
Henry Threadgill. Add j 
the strong reissue activi¬ 
ty under the Legacy k 
imprint and Col - i 
umbia continues i 
its history asi 
jazz's most 
comprehen¬ 
sive home 
base. 
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